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ABSTRACT
Graphical passwords are the ways in which user click on the image or user can select the image to
authenticate themselves instead of giving passwords. This technique is more secure that textual
password techniques. In this article, the shoulder surfing preventive mechanism of graphical
password authentication is given. Finally the login password system is proposed to deal with such
type of problems. First time, we are introducing a modified approach is given to resolve the shoulder
surfing based on recall and recognition based concepts. Usually it is seen that the most common
vulnerability of graphical password is shoulder surfing attack. This research aims to analyze the
usability feature of recognition based and recall based graphical password methods and present a
technique to apply an image based password that is safe from the shoulder surfing attack. In the
similar context, the purpose of this paper is to present an alternative way to apply the recall and
recognition based technique that will be protective for guess through shoulder surfing. And this
graphical technique will be easy to memories the authentication password and process of
authentication.
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1. Introduction
Information technology has become the integral part of our life. To satisfy the need of the society,
almost in each work, we use the technology. In current era computer science is major subject. It
has many real life applications such as cloud computing [1], Internet of Things (IOT) [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9], artificial intelligence [10], virtualization environment [11], shortest path problem [12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], transportation problem [20, 21], internet security [22], uncertainty
[23, 24, 25, 26] and so on. Information Technology (IT) is a mode by which user can use
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computers and internet to store, fetch, communicate, and utilize the information. So, all the
organizations, industries and also every individual are using computer systems to preserve and
share the information. The internet security plays a major role in all computer related
applications. The internet security appears in many real-life applications, e.g. home security [27],
banking system [28], education sector [29], defense system [30], railway [31], and so on. In this
manuscript we discuss about the protection of authentication which is a part of internet security.
In some type of security system, user authentication has the primary importance. It provides the
basis of access control and user accountability. Enforcing the rigorous password policy
sometimes shows an incompatible effect [32]. Users interrelate with security technologies either
directly or indirectly. For passive use comprehensibility may be adequate for users. For active
use users need much more from their security results: ease of use, memorability, efficiency,
effectiveness and satisfaction [33].
The companies and related organization or individual has the confidential information. When
they operate in IT environment, their data security is very important. This is the primary concern
that their identity and their data should be safe and not exposed to the outer world without user’s
permission. Authentication is the way to determine that the user is permit to access the specific
recourses and systems or not. To safeguard the information, we use the passwords in systems.
The most popular way is textual password techniques. We can apply this way of authentication
to computer security, information security, device security and to secure the identity of a user.
We use the alphanumeric username and password for authentication which has the significant
drawbacks [34]. To overcome the vulnerability of the tradition authentication process, the visual
and graphical techniques come to existence [34] that is the alternative solution for the existing
systems. With the use of the password systems, we ensure that the particular authenticated user
is able to get the access of the resource but now a day the standard methods of password
authentication are subject to compromise with number of attack techniques. The graphical
password techniques provides more secure way of password authentication rather than the textual
authentication. Traditional alphanumeric passwords have drawbacks from a usability standpoint,
and these usability problems tend to translate directly into security problems. That is, users who
fail to choose and handle passwords securely open holes that attackers can exploit [33].
Now to overcome the drawbacks the graphical password techniques introduces. It is proven that
the images are easy to memorize rather than the complex alphanumeric passwords. It is resistant
to social engineering, dictionary attack, key logger because images are used as a password [35].
Graphical password techniques can be categories into two categories such as: Recognition based
and Recall based graphical password techniques.
Technique 1. (Recognition base password technique). In this, some images are presented at
the time of registration and user has to select few images. While login, user has to select the
correct image sequence from the images selected at the time of registration [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
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There are few techniques in recognition based graphical techniques which ensures to identify the
images which was picked earlier [41]:
 Dhamija and perrig algorithm [36].
 Sobrado and Birget algorithm [37].
 Man et al. algorithm [38].
 Jansen et al. algorithm [39].
 Takada and Koike [40].

Technique 2. (Recall based graphical technique). In recall based graphical technique, a user is
asked to reproduce something that he or she created or selected earlier during the registration
stage [42, 41, 35, 43, 44, 45]. Recall based algorithm techniques are categorized into two main
parts and further they categorized into subparts as [35]:
 Pure recall-based technique:
 Passdoodle technique [44].
 Signature technique [43].

 Cued recall-based technique:
 Blonder technique [42].
 Pass points technique [45].

The above techniques entirely focus on recall mechanism and each has its importance to design
the password systems.
Image based authentication mechanism is well known to deal with security attack. Pictorial
authentication techniques are described by some researchers. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows.
 To the best of our information, the solutions of image-based authentication present today have
long authentication process and complex. The given solution of authentication is easy to memories
and simple.
 A login technique that give the smooth and secure functioning in authentication without much
mathematical complexities and technical issues. It will secure the login from shoulder surfing.
 Our proposed authentication has compared with some other existing image based login system for
protection against shoulder surfing attack and anyone without more technical knowledge can use
the given login process in very simple way.

The above techniques present the strong and improved process to safe the authentication process
using the pictures. Some technique will give ways to protect the system from the shoulder surfing
attacks. In Section 2, short discussions on existing system on graphical password systems are
given and problems are distinguished. In Section 3, shortcomings and limitation of some of the
existing model has been discussed. Section 4, describes our proposed system. The impact of the
proposed system and their importance have discussed in Section 5. The final Section of this paper
includes the conclusion about the work done to safeguard the system from shoulder surfing.
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2. A Short Discussion on Existing Systems
The graphical password technique commonly faces the security compromise from shoulder
surfing attack. Many researchers have given several ways to over the stated attack but the
common thing is to secure the system with user friendly password recognition and easy to
memorize the password. Some presented the strong ways to protect the password authentication
but hard to memorize and tough to implement. Akansha et al. [35] presented a system that take
the specified picture at the time of registration process and validate the user with grid of 25
images and in 2nd phase of login the user has to select the intersection point image and the user
has to select the correct size of the click area, that calculate the X and Y axis. Zhao and Li [46]
integrated both text based and image based techniques without changing the user profile for
password but this is little complicated and longer login process. Gao et al. [47] gave the algorithm
to reflect the drawing trends and position and user have to draw the password but the problem is
to redraw the password with 100% accuracy, the gaps between user drawings are uncertain while
the similarity threshold value is fixed [46]. Almulhem [32] introduced the system to chooses
several Point-of-Interest (POI) regions in the picture at the time of registration and at login time
user has to correctly pick the POIs and type the associated words but it is hard to recognize and
less user friendly. Wiedenbeck et al. [33] presented a game like graphical architecture of
authentication that extends the challenge response paradigm but the challenge is the longer time
to carry out authentication. Wiedenbeck et al. [48] discussed the convex hull click scheme that
extends the challenge response paradigm to resist shoulder-surfing but is suffering with the slow
input speed drawback. Kumar et al. [49] introduce the system that input the sensitive data input
by selecting from an on-screen keyboard using only the orientation of their pupils but demerit is
that similar error rates to those of using a keyboard and needs marginal additional time over using
it. Pictures may be a solution to few problems connected to traditional knowledge-based
authentication process but that they are not a simple universal cure, since a week design can
abolish the picture supremacy effect in memory [50].
The all above technique are analyzed on the basis of usability and security concern. It is seen that
few techniques are strongly secure but nor easy to use and few are easy to user but longer
response time and also some easy techniques are not fully reasonable for shoulder surfing. The
proposed and implemented technique in this paper is easy to memorize and recognize as well as
protect the password authentication from the shoulder surfing attack and some other type of
attack techniques.

3. Shortcoming and Limitations on Some of the Existing Model
Akanksha et al. [35] has given concept of login through image-based authentication. Man et al.
[38] have also given the login system based on Passface selections. As per my analysis the both
the models have the following limitations:
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3.1. Limitation on Akanksha et al. Proposed Model
Akanksha et al. [35] give the solution which is strongly covers the brute force attack but the
selection of image need preciseness and mathematically calculations. To use the stated technique
for password authentication, user should have some technical knowledge. Also, the presented
system uses the session disconnection and calculation of password area. So, for the end user it is
little difficult to remember the image selection.
3.2. Limitation on S Man et al. Proposed Model
S Man et al. [38] has given the technique to select the lot number of picture has to select as pass
object associated with unique code and user has to type the string with unique code that is not
easily memorable and the relative location in reference to no of eyes, are also not feasible for
quick login process. The discussed techniques have some limitations in terms of technical and
calculative knowledge to access the login and usually users feel difficulty to interact with the
system.

4. Our Proposed System
According to the limitations discussed in above section, we are giving the reliable, easily
accessible and identifiable approach of login and authentication. We are proposing the improved
solution for the discussed authentication system. The methodology which is common for
authentication is to use alphanumerical usernames and passwords. To sort out this problem, few
researchers have proposed authentication process that use pictures as passwords [32]. The
graphical approach replaces the close recall of alphanumeric codes with the identification of
formerly learnt pictures, a skill at which peoples are remarkably skilled [51]. In continuation, the
graphical password technique derived here is the joint process of recall and recognized base
password technique with some textual code verification process by email or OTP. This system
has two phases:
 Registration phase.
 Login phase.

4.1. Registration Phase
The following processes of registration are as follows:
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Table 1. Process of registration.
Steps
Step
I:
Step
II:
Step
III:
Step
IV:
Step
V:
Step
VI:
Step
VII:

Step
VIII:

Step
IX:
Step
X:

Process of Registration
User will enter the username.
User will enter email.
User will enter the valid contact number.
After that five security questions asked related to family questions e.g. birth place, grandfather name,
father’s name, date of birth and the person in family you like most.
Now user can select the number of relation to use as password from the dropdown menu.
In next stage user has to select a family relation and their corresponding group of images according
to the selection from dropdown menu. The family relation names are already given in a checkbox.
After that image category are displaying to right hand side having 10 images in each category. User
has to select one category of image for one relation name, another category of image for next relation
name on so on. And along with that there are some random images in the database with no category.
Now to selecting picture category for respective relation name you have to specify that how many
categories of images minimum you have to select to validate the password but you cannot give
choice less than 3. For example if you chose 3 then you have to choose 3 type of images according to
3 relations in the family like mother, father, sister. If it is 4 then it can be grandfather, father, sister,
uncle etc.
In the family each relation has its own id according to the relation and it would be the first latter of
the relation name like father has id f, mother has m, brother has b, grandmother has gmo and so on.
User has to give the distance value to select the image for first attempt, second attempt and third
attempt. Suppose he will give 100px for first attempt 250px for second attempt and 300px for thirst
attempt but the distance should not be more than 400px.
After that registration will complete. This phase with be the recognition based graphical technique.

4.2. Login Phase
In the login phase user has to login to authenticate himself. This phase would be based on the
recall based graphical technique. It includes the following steps.
Table 2. Process of login phase.
Steps
Step
I:
Step
II:
Step
III:

Process of Login Phase
User has to give his valid username.
After that the user has to give the password but password can be selected from the grid of images
which will at the time of login according to registration process long with some random images. User
has to select minimum number of pictures what he specified at the time of registration. At the time of
login, Total number of picture grid will show as (n-3). Where n= Total number of relation grid at the
time of registration.
For each login attempt, according to the relation, first three grid will not display and in place of
previous image grid, new 3 grid of images will add to the password picture.
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Steps
Step
IV:
Step
V:

Process of Login Phase
User has to select the minimum 3 image according to relation that the distance among the relation
images should be more that 100 pixels.
After that click on validate login button.

Figure 1. Process of registration.
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Figure 2. Process of login phase.

5. Result and Discussion
The proposed system overcomes the shortcoming of the Akanksha et al. [35] and Man et al. [38]
proposed system and make the login process easy, simple and short as usability point of view
,based on the recognition and recall based technique. The main player of graphical password
system is human, and they are good to recognize and memorize the pictures that related to daily
life. In the system the creation of the password and the selection of the password both are simple
enough to apply. One fact is very important in the process that the human has to memorize the
two things: which category of picture is related to the particular relation name and the second
one that the distance between the related images for login process. The stated process of login,
protects the user from shoulder surfing, CCTV recording etc. In each login process, three image
grids are not displaying so if any shoulder surfing occurs next time login it will impossible to
guess the pattern of image to login process. Only the valid user can give the right password
because he only knows the pattern of family tree images. And the calculation of image distance
in the password will also matter because only user will know the distance information to select
the graphical password. If user forgets the password then we can recover it by asking the
questions related too users family so it is not difficult to memories the security questions. For
this issues, in the system there is the security questions that is concern about the user personal
practice so that it is easily memorable. To make the login process easy and secure, in the
registration process, the password setting is taken from the real time use. Every person is familiar
to its relation whether is social or blood relations so it is smooth process of registration for secure
login using graphical method. In future there will be the implementation of some more security
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mechanism to enhance the security level by applying some rules of mathematics along with IoT
infra to process the login.

6. Conclusion
This system is an amalgamation of recognition and recall based graphical password techniques.
It is very easy to use and secure as contrast to previous graphical password authentication
systems. Passwords can be generated and memorized easily because the password are related to
the family tree so it is not forgettable. Randomization in both the authentication steps furnish
strong security adverse to shoulder surfing. The shoulder surfing is very easy attack process to
identify the need for login and you cannot recognize the person easily who is tampering your
password. Proposed System reduce the probability of being vulnerable by shoulder surfing and
protect your system to use by unauthorized access. Finally, the system is impervious to all other
possible attacks also. This system can be used for highly secure systems and user feel more secure
and smooth process of authentication rather than traditional methods.
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